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NOTES 

1 CCITT Recommendation U.1 was published in Fascicle VII.2 of the Blue Book. This file is an extract from the 
Blue Book. While the presentation and layout of the text might be slightly different from the Blue Book version, the 
contents of the file are identical to the Blue Book version and copyright conditions remain unchanged (see below). 

2 In this Recommendation, the expression “Administration” is used for conciseness to indicate both a 
telecommunication administration and a recognized operating agency. 
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Recommendation U.1 

SIGNALLING CONDITIONS TO BE APPLIED 
IN THE INTERNATIONAL TELEX SERVICE 

(former CCIT Recommendation E.1, Arnhem, 1953; amended at Geneva, 1956, New Delhi, 1960, 
Geneva, 1964, Mar del Plata, 1968, Geneva, 1972, 1976, 1980, Malaga-Torremolinos, 1984 and Melbourne, 1988) 

 The CCITT, 

considering 

 (a) that signalling conditions in the international telex service require accurate definition of the signals to be 
used on international telex circuits in putting through, supervising, clearing, and charging for international telex calls; 

 (b) that these signals must be such as to take into account that there are some fairly important differences in 
make-up between the telex networks of different countries. In some countries, selection is done by dialling, in others by 
means of start-stop signals. Some networks use direct selection while others use register translators. Between some 
networks, subscriber automatic selection is used whilst, in relations with other networks, semi- automatic or manual 
selection is still being used; 

 (c) that hence it has not been possible to lay down uniform signals for all international telex relations. While, 
for certain signals, it has been possible to lay down rules valid for all relations, for others the choice has been left 
between two types of signals known as type A and type B, within each type it has sometimes been necessary to provide 
alternative forms for certain signals. The signals with regard to which there is a choice are described in Tables 1a/U.1, 
1b/U.1 and 2/U.1 below; 

 (d) that it is intended that the signalling with which this Recommendation deals should apply as far as 
possible when telex circuits make use of transmission devices having multiplex and signal regeneration facilities. In the 
case of operation over error-corrected radio circuits, Recommendaton U.20 lays down the conditions for adapting the 
signalling defined in Recommendation U.1. In the case of operation over channels using synchronous multiplex 
equipment in accordance with Recommendation R.44, Recommendation U.24 lays down the conditions for adapting the 
signalling defined in Recommendation U.1. When the signals defined in Recommendation U.1 are transmitted via code 
and speed dependent systems in accordance with Recommendation R.101, Recommendation U.25 lays down the 
permitted variations to the signals defined in Recommendation U.1. When the signals defined in Recommendation U.1 
are transmitted via regenerative repeaters the signals received from these transmission devices may lie outside the 
tolerances stated in this Recommendation, and the permitted variations are shown in Recommendation U.5; 

 (e) that additional signalling standards (types C and D) have been defined for use on international telex 
networks. Details of these methods of signalling are laid down in Recommendations U.11 and U.12; 

 (f) that it has been necessary to define the rules for interworking Type D signalling with Types A, B and C 
signalling in Recommendation U.15, 

unanimously declares the view 

1 Signalling types 

1.1 In general, as far as signalling over international telex circuits is concerned, the outgoing country should 
conform to the signalling requirements of the incoming country. Nevertheless, when in the case of fully automatic 
service this requirement would entail considerable difficulty, alternative arrangements may be adopted by agreement 
between the two Administrations concerned. 

1.2 The signals shown in §§ 2 to 10 below shall be employed under the conditions indicated. 

 Note – Both the forward and backward path signals are described at the moment of their emission on the 
international circuit. 

1.3 The characteristics of the signals defined in §§ 4, 5, 7 and 10 below can be divided into two basic groups – type 
A and type B – as given in Tables 1a/U.1, 1b/U.1 and 2/U.1. 
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2 Free line condition 

2.1 The free line is characterized by a permanent signal corresponding to the start impulse in accordance with 
International Telegraph Alphabet No. 2 (ITA2) (see the Recommendation cited in [1]) on the forward and backward 
signalling paths. 

3 Call 

3.1 The call is characterized by an inversion to STOP polarity, received on the forward signalling path. Future 
designs of equipment should not recognize such an inversion as a valid call signal, unless it has existed for a period of 
greater than 50 milliseconds. 

4 Call-confirmation signal 

4.1 A call-confirmation signal shall be returned over the backward signalling path following the initiation of a call 
to prove the continuity of the line and the response of the distant terminal equipment. 

4.2 The call-confirmation signal shall be returned by the receiving end as quickly as possible and in any event with 
a delay not exceeding 150 milliseconds after the arrival of the calling signal at the receiving end. 

5 Signals preceding selection 

5.1 Proceed-to-select signal 

5.1.1 In the case of international telex circuits terminated on distant automatic switching equipment that cannot 
accept the selection information immediately (either after the reception of the calling signal or after the sending of the 
call-confirmation signal), a distinct proceed-to-select signal shall be returned over the backward signalling path after the 
call-confirmation signal, to indicate that the selection information may be transmitted. 

5.1.2 For type A signalling, the sending duration of the stop polarity, from the beginning of the call confirmation 
signal until the moment when the proceed-to-select signal begins to be sent, should be at least 100 milliseconds. 

5.1.3 For type B signalling, the time interval between the end of the call-confirmation signal pulse and the moment 
when the proceed-to-select signal begins to be sent, during which the start polarity is sent, should be at least 100 
milliseconds. 
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5.1.4 During the busy hour, for 99 calls in 100, the delay in the return by the receiving system of the proceed-to-
select signal must not exceed 3 seconds after the reception of the calling signal. (In certain existing networks, this time 
may be 4 seconds.) 

5.1.5 If the automatic switching equipment at the receiving end can receive the selection information immediately 
after the sending of the call-confirmation signal, the call-confirmation signal shall constitute the proceed-to-select signal. 

5.1.6 If the automatic switching equipment at the receiving end can receive the selection information at the time of 
receiving the call signal, there shall be no proceed-to-select signal. 

5.2 Proceed-to-transmit signal 

5.2.1 In the case of international telex circuits terminated on a distant manual switchboard, a proceed-to-transmit 
signal shall be returned over the backward signalling path following the initiation of a call, to indicate that the teleprinter 
of the distant operator has been connected to the international circuit. 

6 Selection signals 

6.1 The selection signals should be in conformity with International Telegraph Alphabet No. 2 or dial signals in 
conformity with Recommendation U.2. 

6.2 In the case of dial selection into a system employing letters in the national numbering scheme, figures only will 
be used on international circuits, because of the difficulty in transmitting signals other than figures from dials. 

6.3 In the case of selection into a keyboard selection system, the prepare-for-digits signal will be combination 
No. 30 (figure-shift). 

6.4 In those cases where an end-of-selection signal is required, this signal shall be combination No. 26 (+), 
possibly followed by another combination characterizing the class of traffic in the incoming country. 

6.5 In systems that use keyboard selection and that require an end-of-selection signal, it is preferable that the 
subscriber's number consist of a uniform number of characters. 

6.6 To avoid undue occupation of lines and equipment, Administrations should take all reasonable steps to ensure 
that the transmission of selection signals over international circuits is completed without undue delay. In particular, 
where excessive delays are encountered, the incoming country may cause the connection to be cleared. When selection 
signals are sent by a subscriber, or by an operator, from country A towards a register in country B, country B may 
disconnect itself from the call if the time interval between two successive selection signals (either pulse trains or 
teleprinter characters) exceeds 5 seconds. 

7 Call-connected signal 

7.1 A call-connected signal shall be returned over the backward signalling path to indicate that the call has been 
extended to the terminal of the called subscriber, which shall normally always be available to receive a call, as stated in 
Recommendation F.60 [4], §§ 3.1.2 and 3.4.2.1, except in the cases mentioned in § 10.1.1 below. In the case of fully 
automatic switching between subscribers, this signal will start the equipment for determining the charge for the call. For 
administrative purposes (accounting between Administrations), the conventional start of the chargeable duration is fixed 
at 6 ± 1 seconds after the start of the call-connected signal (see Recommendation F.61 [2]). For the same purposes, the 
end of the chargeable duration will be between 300 and 1000 milliseconds after the start of the clearing signal. 

7.2 Switching systems not giving an automatic return of answer-back signals over the international telex circuits 
shall be arranged to be ready to respond to WRU signals (transmitted from the calling country) with a delay not 
exceeding two seconds from the beginning of the call-connected signal. To meet this requirement in the case of in-local 
working, the return of the call-connected signal has to be delayed until the moment when the teleprinter of the obtained 
subscriber has in effect been connected to line (see Recommendation S.9 [3]). 

7.3 If the incoming country automatically returns the obtained subscriber's answerback, the interval between the 
start of the call-connected signal and the start of the answerback signals (or, if applicable, of other signal sequences, such 
as described in Recommendation U.41) should be at least two seconds to allow satisfactory reception of teleprinter 
signals by the calling subscriber. In order to restrict charging on unsatisfactory calls, the particular interval should be 
kept as short as possible and should not exceed 3 seconds for new networks or 6 seconds for existing networks. 

7.4 If the call has been routed via a transit centre the two-second minimum period for the call-connected signal, 
which is transmitted by the destination network, may have been reduced on signalling conversion and the answerback 
signals may be received at the originating network after a minimum duration of 1050 milliseconds. 
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7.5 If the incoming country normally returns the obtained subscriber's answerback code automatically, and the 
answerback transmission fails to appear for some reason, the signal DER followed by the clearing signal should be 
transmitted to the country of origin within 6 seconds from the start of the call-connected signal. 

7.6 In the case of a call to a switchboard or service point the call-connected signal shall be returned as soon as the 
call reaches the terminal equipment even though it may be required to wait before being switched to the service position. 

7.7 If the answerback is preceded by a sequence of signals, such as the RDI sequence defined in Recommendation 
U.41, this sequence should be limited to not more than 20 characters and it should be followed within 1100 milliseconds 
by the answerback code. 

7.8 If the answerback of the obtained subscriber is followed by a sequence or sequences of signals, the interval 
between the end of the answerback and the completion of the sequence (excluding the answerback of the calling 
subscriber if taken automatically) should be as short as possible and should not exceed 4 seconds. 

7.9 For future networks the sending of date, time and other signals (excluding however WRU signals to the calling 
subscriber) that are additional to the obtained subscriber's answerback (either preceding or following it) should be 
avoided on international calls. In the case of call redirection, the service sequence RDI, as described in 
Recommendation U.41 shall precede the answerback of the connected subscriber. 

8 Idle circuit condition 

8.1 On an established connection, the idle circuit is characterized by a permanent signal corresponding to the stop 
impulse, in accordance with International Telegraph Alphabet No. 2, on the forward and backward signalling paths. 

9 Clearing 

9.1 Clearing signal 

9.1.1 The clearing signal is characterized by a reversion to the condition specified in § 2.1 above on either signalling 
path maintained until the complete release of the circuit. 

9.1.2 The supervisory equipment of the international connection shall be arranged to interpret a signal of start 
polarity as a clearing signal within 300 to 1000 milliseconds. 

9.2 Clear-confirmation signal 

9.2.1 The clear-confirmation signal is a reversion to the condition specified in § 2.1 above on the other signalling 
path in response to the clearing signal. When a clearing signal transmitted on an international circuit has reached the 
receiving end of that circuit the clear-confirmation signal must be sent back in the other direction within 350 to 1500 
milliseconds after the initial start polarity begins. 

9.2.2 The minimum period will be increased to 400 milliseconds for future systems. 

9.3 Guard delay 

9.3.1 Guard arrangements at the ends of an international telex circuit should be such that the circuit cannot be used 
for a new call until the distant equipment is free to accept another call. 

9.3.2 A guard delay of 1 second will be maintained during which incoming calls will not be accepted and a guard 
delay of 2 seconds will be maintained during which outgoing calls will not be offered, from the moment when start 
polarity appears on both signalling paths. This start polarity shall be maintained throughout the guard period on both 
signalling paths of the international circuit. 

 Whilst maintaining the requirements of § 9.3.1, guard delay periods should nevertheless be generally kept to a 
minimum in order to maximize the use of the circuit. Therefore, where modern electronic switching equipment is used at 
both ends of a circuit, the above figures for incoming and outgoing guard delay periods may be reduced to 0.5 and 
1 second respectively. 
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10 Service signals 

10.1 Signals for ineffective calls 

10.1.1 If a busy, out of order, absent subscriber/office closed, number changed, or number unobtainable (i.e. not 
connected, service ceased or barred access) condition is encountered in the distant network, this shall be indicated by the 
return of a signal to the calling end. This signal shall cause the connection to be cleared. 

10.1.2 In printed service signal sequences the code expressions mentioned in the Recommendation cited in [4] should 
be used. In this case, the signal should commence with the carriage-return, line feed and letter-shift signals, then the text 
of the code expression and ending with the carriage return and line-feed signals and immediately followed by the 
clearing signal in all cases. Where additional information is transmitted, this should consist of four characters (α, ß, γ, δ) 
and sent before the standard service signal at automatic speed. Such additional information shall be used to either 

a) indicate the TNIC of the network which has generated the service signal, or 
b) indicate the reasons of the not-ready condition of the called terminal, as shown in Table 4/U.1. The 

composition of the complete service signal train should then be 

  α ß γ δ ← ≡ ↓ code expression ← ≡ 

where α is always letter-shift (↓). The ability to indicate the international gateway exchange which has generated the 
service signal is left for further study. 

 It should be noted that some Administrations currently use their own interpretation of these additional 
information characters, for transmission over international circuits. The objective, however, should be always to ensure 
that the standard service signal is clearly presented to the calling subscriber or TAED with no reasonable possibility of 
confusion by the use of these characters and that, consequentially, the provisions of Recommendation U.40 can be 
unambiguously applied. 

10.1.3 Ineffective telex calls should not be charged for. With this in view printed service signal sequences returned on 
ineffective calls should never be preceded by the call-connected signal except in the case described in Recommendation 
U.41, § 1.2. However, under faulty conditions that can be detected only after the call has been put through, it may be 
impossible to prevent the return of the call-connected signal and subsequent charging of the call. 

10.1.4 In new networks, ineffective telex calls to a subscriber whose number has been changed will be signalled by 
the return of the call connected signal followed, after 2 seconds, by the NCH service sequence described in 
Recommendation U.41 and the clearing signal. 

10.2 Waiting signals 

10.2.1 Should a call be routed to a point in the system where it is required to wait before connection can be made to 
the requested service, a waiting signal (MOM) should be sent back automatically in accordance with Table 3/U.1. 
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10.2.2 The waiting signal sequence should include the carriage-return, line-feed and letter-shift signals followed by 
the characters MOM. It may be useful in some instances to include characters to indicate the date and/or time and also 
characters indicating the identity of the switchboard or service point returning the signals. In some existing systems, 
however, the waiting signal sequence consists only of a group of characters indicating the date and/or time. 

10.2.3 The first character of the waiting signal sequence shall be transmitted within 8 seconds of the commencement 
of the call-connected signal. 

10.2.4 The MOM signal sequence shall be followed by stop polarity until the service-connected signal is returned. 

10.2.5 In some systems, however, arrangements are provided so that the transmission by the caller of suitable 
teleprinter characters causes the return of a further sequence of the MOM signal. Where such a facility is provided 
attention is drawn to the need for the Administrations returning the signal to make arrangements to ensure that the signal 
sequence can be correctly received without mutilation in the calling system. For this purpose it is acceptable to include 
one or two letter-shift signals at the beginning of the MOM signal sequence. 

10.2.6 It is desirable that when connection is established to the requested service the service-connected signal should 
be returned as quickly as possible. 

10.2.7 The equipment must be arranged so that a caller in the waiting condition can be released. 
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10.3 Service-connected signal 

10.3.1 A service-connected signal shall be returned over the backward signalling path to indicate that the call has been 
extended to the teleprinter, or equivalent, of the requested service point. This signal may comprise the answerback code 
of the teleprinter or a group of teleprinter characters identifying the service point or switchboard position. The service-
connected signal may also include characters indicating date and/or time. 

10.3.2 Where waiting signals are not provided the first character of the service-connected signal shall be returned 
within 8 seconds of the commencement of the call-connected signal. 

10.4 Backward busying signal 

10.4.1 To facilitate routine tests of the switching equipment connected at the incoming end of an international telex 
circuit, a backward busying signal might be sent on the return signalling channel to show, at the other end, that the circuit 
is occupied. 

10.4.2 With fully-automatic operation, on one-way circuits as well as on both-way circuits, the signal would take the 
form of permanent stop polarity for not more than 5 minutes. 

10.4.3 In semi-automatic working, the signal would be either permanent start polarity, or permanent stop polarity, 
lasting not more than 5 minutes; the particular polarity chosen would be that requested by the outgoing country. 

10.4.4 If the outgoing equipment is designed to block the outgoing end of the circuit in the busy position after receipt 
of the permanent stop polarity, stop polarity would be used for preference. In some instances, use of stop polarity could 
give rise to difficulties. It might, for example, cause a call signal to appear in the outgoing manual switching equipment. 
In such circumstances, recourse will have to be had to permanent start polarity. 

10.4.5 As to tests made at the outgoing end of one-way circuits, there will be no call for a forward busying signal. The 
blocking of these circuits is locally done, on the outgoing side. 

10.5 Retest signal 

10.5.1 When the call-confirmation signal is not received over the backward signalling path within 5 to 10 seconds 
from the start of the calling signal, Administrations may apply a retest signal, which automatically provides for the test 
of the circuit in such a way that the international circuit is marked unavailable for outgoing traffic and may be restored to 
service if the fault disappears in the course of this test. 

10.5.2 This signal transmitted over the forward signalling path should be composed of: 
– a stop polarity period of 2 seconds duration; 
– a start polarity period of 58 (or 70) seconds, 4 minutes 58 seconds (or 5 minutes 58 seconds) or 

29 minutes 58 seconds (or 35 minutes 58 seconds) duration. 

10.5.3 For the fault to be regarded as cleared, the return of stop polarity should occur during the stop period of a 
retest. 

10.5.4 The circuit should be tested up to five times at nominal intervals of 1.0 minute or 1.2 minutes and a check 
should be made to confirm the receipt of a call-confirmation signal in response to each test. If a valid call-confirmation 
signal has not been received at the end of this first group of tests, the retest will continue with a further group of up to 
five tests at either 5.0/6.0-minute or 30/36-minute intervals. If 5.0- or 6.0-minute intervals are used and a valid call-
confirmation signal has not been received at the end of this second group of tests, a further group of up to nominally five 
retests will be made at 30- or 36-minute intervals. An alarm will be given at an appropriate time. However, this retest 
procedure may be discontinued at any stage at the discretion of the outgoing Administration. 

10.5.5 If, however, during the above sequence of retests, a valid call-confirmation signal is received, a clearing signal 
shall be transmitted in the place of the retest signal. Following a valid clear-confirmation signal, the incoming and the 
outgoing sides of the trunk circuit should not be returned to service until after expiry of the appropriate guard delay time. 

10.5.6 In order to cater for the possibility that a faulty circuit may be seized at both ends, the automatic retest 
equipment should be arranged to allow an incoming call to be received during the start polarity period of the automatic 
retest signals. Administrations may, however, ignore such calls which occur during the incoming guard delay period. 

10.5.7 Where an exchange has knowledge of a transmission system failure, it is desirable that retest signals shall not 
be applied to the circuits affected. 

10.5.8 In order to avoid simultaneous seizure of too many registers at the distant centre, it is advisable that the retest 
signals, which might be sent simultaneously on various circuits subjected to this test, should be out of phase with one 
another. 
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10.5.9 The intervals between the tests at the two ends of the trunk route should be made different to be sure that 
successive retests do not overlap at both ends. In general, the international/intercontinental transit centre having the 
higher F.69 [5] telex destination code should take the longer interval (i.e. 1.2, 6 and 36 minutes). The tolerance on all 
above time intervals is ± 10%. Nevertheless, when this requirement would entail considerable difficulty, alternative 
arrangements may be adopted by agreement between the two Administrations concerned. 

11 Setting-up time 

11.1 The setting-up time is defined as the period of time from the initiation of the call on the international circuit 
until the initiation of the return of either the call-connected signal or a service signal indicating that the call has been 
unsuccessful, provided the selection signals have been transmitted at the maximum speed. 

11.2 For new networks, the objectives are as follows: 
– an average of 8 seconds; 
– a maximum of 15 seconds with a probability of 1% exceeding this value. 

12 Both-way working 

12.1 For both-way cable circuits used in the fully automatic telex service, the following action to minimize the 
incidence of head-on collision is recommended: 

a) that inverse order testing, or a close approximation to it by testing the route in small groups of circuits in 
fixed order, always starting the search from the same initial positions, should be adopted at opposite ends 
of a group of both-way trunk circuits; 

b) that calls should be offered in such a way that each circuit is treated once only for the minimum period of 
time necessary to ascertain whether it is free or busy, and the outgoing selectors should not have facilities 
for delayed hunting. 

12.2 The absence of the proceed-to-select signal in type A signalling or the substitution of call signal for the call-
confirmation signal in type B signalling will serve respectively to detect a head-on collision when the group of circuits is 
totally occupied or very nearly totally occupied. The two calls will then be cleared down unless there are still free circuits 
in the route. 

13 Transit working 

13.1 It is noted that a number of Administrations use signalling systems in accordance with Recommendation U.1 to 
provide international transit facilities. Whilst Recommendations U.11 and U.12 (types C and D) are intended for 
signalling between telex transit centres, nevertheless transit operation using type A or B signalling is feasible. To provide 
guidance for this specific application, the following general rules should apply. 

13.2 Circuits provided for terminal calls will normally also be used to carry transit calls. 

13.3 The signalling conditions for transit calls between the originating centre and the transit centre should, as far as 
possible, be the same as those used for terminal calls to subscribers in the transit network. 

13.4 The signalling conditions for transit calls between the transit centre and the terminating centre should, as far as 
possible, be the same as those used for terminal calls to subscribers in the terminating network. 

13.5 Any signal conversion to meet the requirements of the distant terminal network is the responsibility of the 
transit centre. 

13.6 An appropriate numbering scheme should either: 
a) include F.69 [5] destination codes on both terminal and transit calls; or 
b) use 0 as a standard transit prefix. Should 0 be precluded by the national numbering plan in the transit 

network, another digit might be agreed with the transit Administration. 

 Either way the originating centre should bar irregular routing, by discriminating the digits transmitted by 
calling subscribers. 

13.7 A single stage of selection in which all the selection digits are transmitted as a single block should be 
employed over the circuit from the outgoing centre to the transit centre. 
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